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Name:

Nickname:

Birthplace and Birthdate:

Sex:

Religion:

Nationality:

Hobby:

Muhammad Indra Fatmoko

Indra

Jakarta, 24 September 1991

Male

Islam

Indonesia

Reading, Drawing

Educational Background:
TKI Al-Azhar 11 Kemang Pratama (1997-1998)
SDI Al-Azhar 9 Kemang Pratama (1998-2004)
SMPI Al-Azhar 8 Kemang Pratama (2004-2007)
SMA Negeri 1 Bekasi (2007-2010)
Universitas Gadjah Mada (2010-ongoing)

Organization Experience:
DKV SMPI Al-Azhar 8 Kemang Pratama (2006)
Kelompok Ilmiah Siswa SMAN 1 Bekasi (2008-2009)
Keluarga Mahasiswa Teknik Arsitektur (2010-2013)
Marching Band Universitas Gadjah Mada (2010-2011)
Media Opini SKI Al-Banna JUTAP UGM (2011-2013)
ACT+ Magazine JUTAP UGM (2012-2013)
Pemuda Tata Ruang Yogyakarta (2013-2014)

Personal Quality:
Creative and dedicated
Capable of working under pressure
Able to work well in both team and individual
Have the desire to learn

Ability:
Freehand Drawing
Modeling

Google Sketchup
AutoCAD

Corel Draw
Adobe Photoshop

3D Modeling

Layouting and Image Editing

Contact:
Phone: 08568794942
Email: indrafatmoko@hotmail.com
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non-architecture works

studio projects
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other projects
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ARK CITY HOTELarchitecture
portfolio CILINCING HYBRID KAMPUNGarchitecture

portfolio

5th semester

The ARK City Hotel is located in jln. Diponegoro, Yogyakarta.
This hotel is aimed for users who only visits yogyakarta in a short period of time, 
such as businessmen from other cities and college student family 

The hotel itself both provide accommodation and facilitates business events 
such as meetings. Making the hotel a nice place to rest while 
resolving business agenda effectively. The hotel emphasizes
on services, comfort, and efficiency in land use and spaces.

ark
CITY HOTEL

6th semester

The Cilincing Hybrid Kampung was a combination of 
high-end apartment on top, a shopping center 
and urban garden / urban farming in the middle, 
an urban housing below it and a complex of fisherman dock.
The high-rise building was designed in anticipation
of a scenario when a portion of Jakarta will be flooded
in 2050 due to increasing sea level caused by global warming
and Jakarta’s  own land slowly sinks year by year.
The Hybrid Kampung is designed to continuosly support
fisherman job in Cilincing even in the future by making
it a dock and repairing center to improve the economy.

year
2050

YEAR 
2150

displacement hull
like a cruise ship, the hull
blows water of building
so the cuilding can float
due to the flood



GEMAWANG HOUSINGarchitecture
portfolio

8th semester

with focus on low-maintenance and skeleton infill system

Gemawang housing is located in Gemawang, Yogyakarta. The housing adapted the skeleton infill system
from Japan, which allow small portion from building to be detached and modified as needed by its
unique family. The housing builings is made by prefabricated parts allowing to be constructed fast.

LOCAL COMMERCIAL SPACE

kine shellarchitecture
portfolio

competition entry: agfnascom kinetic architecture competition (2012)
in collaboration with: indah nur fitri tsiasti (ugm)

The Kineshell Architecture Office is an office with applied Kinetic utility and iCity synchronization in 
mind. The 4-story office is divided into functions of administrative and public, office, library and 
meeting room, and manager room in each of its story. The office utilizes many modern tech gadgets 
such as laptops and cellphones to maximize its productivity. Its facade and roof are equipped with 
kinetic technology capable of sensing light and temperature and able to fully rotate to give the interior 
light or shield the interior from heat. 
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Automatic Entrance

Rotating Facade

Controlled Vent

Dancing Roof

Spider structure

Stack Vent System
Multi Gadget Table

Eggshell Structure
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competition



arbbi tropical housearchitecture
portfolio

competition entry: Arbbi design award (2012)
in collaboration with: indah nur fitri tsiasti (ugm)

The tropical house is a house with features that 
compliments and benefits from the weather condition 
of a tropical country.

The house uses an inner pool to support temperature 
around it, releasing vapor upon contact with heat and 
cooling the air in the house. the exterior of the house is 
kept  with few openings, as a symbol of privacy and 
more importantly, safety. The interior of the house 
features an open corridor which easily allows  air to 
flow in and out, and equipped with curtains to prevent 
rainwater from filling the corridor.

Next to the living room is herbal plant wall. The herbal 
plant wall is open above so rainwater can make it grow 
well and the plants have many benefit to the house 
owner. 

competition

bale dhuwurarchitecture
portfolio

competition entry: laras design award (2012)
in collaboration with: indah nur fitri tsiasti (ugm)

The Omah Dhuwur is an 
house with the touch of 
ethnic spirit. Its form is taken 
from Javanese culture 
Wayang Gunungan, as The 
wayang Gunungan is often a 
symbol of a house (as in 
many wayang design it has 
house in its lower side)

fungsi

tropis ramah 
lingkungan

lokalitas

etnik mandiri

competition



DECK housearchitecture
portfolio

competition entry: ARBBI 2013 Modular house
award: best 70 entry (published)
in collaboration with: indah nur fitri tsiasti (ugm)

competition

learning commons interiorarchitecture
portfolio

competition entry: learning commons design competition ugm (2013)
in collaboration with: indah nur fitri tsiasti (ugm)

competition

Deck house combines the aspect
of flexibility and development
as its main concept. The modular
house is designed to adapt to
its user’s need and situation. The
house itself is a type of “growing”
house. The design tries to facilitate
scenarios that usually happen
when a person tries to expand
his or her house, that is the process
of new construction right in your
house. Deck house have additional
frame structures in its open space
that is used to hold expansion
modules. By simply assembling
expansion modules to frame in
the house’s open space, a new
room can be created faster and
without hard construction process,
allowing the family to enjoy their
house in any condition in the future
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